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An Empowering Retreat for Women at the Phoenix Farmhouse 

October 21-24, 2021 
 

Oh my. It’s been a year.  Of cocooning.  Of surviving and adapting.  Protecting our people.   
 
We’ve been overwhelmed by the news of world and the rapid reshuffling of our professional and 
personal lives.  The old rules and expectations of normalcy no longer fit.  We’re drained. 
 
Now, there is the possibility of reengaging safely with friends and colleagues.  Many of us will soon 
return to jobs and buildings and travel.  We are grateful for vaccines and an end to the isolation.  
 
We are standing at the threshold, and there is power in this moment of anticipation!  
 
But also confusion.  What do I want?  What has changed for me in the last year and half?    
Who do I want to be during my remaining time on earth?  How can this new chapter feel better?  
More authentic?  More energizing?  Is this the moment I stop waiting and fully step into my life? 
 
If you are wrestling with uncertainty, please join us for a very special gathering where we will explore 
these questions and uncover our own truths.  With the guidance of expert coaches and the support of 
this special community of women, we will examine the self-doubt and self-sacrificing and fear that have  
been holding us back.  We will write our new narratives and chart a wiser, more authentic path forward.  
We will be ready to step out into our new life with joy and confidence.  

 
              It’s time to 

 
 

Join us for a guided, intensive coaching program to unlock and leverage your inner wisdom  
so you can lead a more authentic personal and professional life. 

Organic, chef-prepared meals. Hiking. Sunshine.  
Optional add-ons for a spa day, boutique shopping, yoga, and more. 

Space is limited.  Register now at time2emerge.com for early-bird pricing. 
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An Empowering Retreat for Women at the Phoenix Farmhouse 

October 21-24, 2021 
 

A guided, intensive coaching program to unlock and leverage your inner wisdom  
so you can lead a more authentic personal and professional life. 

 
All-inclusive pricing includes three nights lodging and meals, heated pool and jacuzzi,  

group sessions, field trips, and private time for reflection.   
 

Organic, chef-prepared meals. 
 

Stay an extra, optional day for a spa visit, boutique shopping, yoga,  
private coaching sessions, and more. 

 
Your Hosts and Coaches 

 

               
 Selina Shultz        Laura Grisolano 
 

 
Space is limited.  Early bird, all-inclusive pricing is good through June 30, 2021 

Individual en suite bedroom with king bed – $2500 
Shared en suite bedroom with two twin beds  – $2200 

Shared “make friends” bunk-bed room – $1800 
 

Extra day of lodging (October 24) for optional private coaching, spa day, shopping, etc. - $150 
 
 
 

Long-time collaborators, Selina and Laura 
both followed winding paths from the law 
and public affairs to founding their own 
conflict consulting and coaching practices.  
Selina runs The Conflict Lab in Pittsburgh; 
Laura runs Bridge Leadership Solutions out 
of Phoenix.  Both are passionate about 
helping women move past their inner critics 
and protective hiding strategies so they can 
step fully into their lives and share their 
unique gifts and voices with the world. 
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We will gather at 

The Phoenix Farmhouse 
 

 

                      
 

    
  

                            
 

          
Typical King Room               Typical Shared Rooms                       Bunk Room  
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At the Farmhouse, everything is within reach… 
 

          
 

              It’s time to   
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As women, we have sometimes hidden behind the story of what we  
“should” be. 

 
Other times, we have been all consumed by trying to achieve what we  

“could” be. 
 

But what if, instead of living like you had an imposed assignment,  
or you were hustling to validate your worth,  

you lived like you had a unique purpose and focused on what you are 
“called” to be?   

 
What if it all became easy because you are living an authentic life? 

 
It’s all inside of you. 

 
emerge 

 
 

 
October 21-24, 2021 
time2emerge.com 


